14th World IASL Congress Conclusions
“Sports Law: An Emerging Legal Order Human Rights of Athletes”
The Congress met a total success, after the participation of 165 participants from 80
different countries. All 60 lectures came from each corner of our planet and were held
by distinguished Professors and special researchers in matters of Sports Law, lawyers
and sports scientists, occupied with the implementation of Sports Law.
The Congress’s greater achievement was the to examine the issue of a borderline for
the jurisdiction of both National and International Federations and of the IOC, as well
as to investigate the nature of the sporting legal order (Lex Sportiva) and its function
within the framework of the interrelating traditional legal orders and the problems
emerging from the implementation of those various regimes, on a national and
international level.
The Congress concluded that it is necessary for the Lex Sportiva rules to have a
legalization basis globally, so that the autonomy of the sporting institutions is
protected and there is no room for irrational decisions, out of the scope of Lex
Sportiva, by issuing regulations or awards that restrict the personal and financial
freedom of people or institutions involved. The Congress also came to the conclusion
that a similar legalization is necessary for the CAS, in order not to just implement the
Lex Sportiva system, but also to ensure that those involved to the sports activity will
enjoy legal certainty and protection of their fundamental rights, along with the
necessary procedural guarantees and executability of its decisions.
As far as the national legal orders are concerned, the view of an “Athlodikeion”
(sports court) was proposed as the prevalent form of jurisdictional “tool” in sports.
Athlodikeion is supposed to consist of special departments, depending on the nature
of the dispute, with an analogous procedural system and implementation of the
principles of justice, in order to ensure both the necessary rapidity of these disputes’
solution and the satisfaction of the sense of justice in sports, always implementing the
principle of fair trial.

